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preserved with cool heads. We should do the same.

Not so new broom
After 32 years working on the Shaftesbury Estate in Dorset,
which includes the source and first three miles of the River
Allen, Stewart Hand has taken early retirement. Weirdly this
is great news for this lovely piece of river because Stewart,
still an ox-strong sixty, has swapped his multiplicity of
Estate jobs to return to his original passion - river keeping.

I think we can hold our hands up to say that in the past few years the river hasn't been the way
we'd like it.

The demands on Stewart's time were such that he couldn't do the river justice and it suffered.
But now Stewart has, with the help and agreement of Lord Shaftesbury, taken over the fishing
as his own project. Being realistic it is a three year plan. Essentially the fishing divides into two
sections spread over four beats.

At the top, where the river emerges from the ground, is the Village Water. It is long (more than
a mile) but very narrow and very wild; you can read about my fishing adventure last year here.
Beyond sorting out the access and stiles don't expect any change this year; this is marked
down for work in years two and three.

Below the Village Water the river disappears from view for half a mile as it flows through the
private grounds of Shaftesbury House. At one point it does truly disappear from view, flowing
through a tunnel under this Elizabethan stately home. The tunnel hasn't always been a great
success; until the recent renovations the best furniture on the ground floor stood on four inch
oak blocks in anticipation of the worst. The river then flows into the lake which is famous as the
venue for an episode of Passion for Angling, the one where Bob James and Chris Yates
deployed a dummy to fool the prize carp.
Emerging from the lake there are now three beats collectively known as the Home Beats;
Upper Brockington, Lower Brockington and Bowerswaine. Stewart has nearly completed his
work on Lower Brockington (pictured) and will now fan his way out onto the other two.

For the first time there will be a fishing hut at Wimborne St Giles, located at the top of Lower
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Brockington to be shared by the Home beat fishers. In a world where we are too often assailed
by planes, trains and automobiles it is a delightfully peaceful spot to relax and make a cup of
tea.

For those of you who don't know this part of the Allen it is the very definition of crystal clear. It
is not deep but best waded; I wear thigh waders or wet wade accepting I'll have to crab around
a few deep spots. Other than that it is mostly small, wild fish plus some stockies. There is a
Mayfly hatch, largely late May to mid-June that Stewart describes as steady rather than
spectacular.

The season opens May 1st. Prices start at £50/Rod. The Home beats takes one to four Rods.
The Village beat one or two. More details here ......
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